Getting Closer to Industry

- There are several national conferences on electrical engineering and computer science organized in various universities. Industry sponsors attend to such events.
- IEEE should perhaps encourage “rich” laboratories to give donation of second-hand scientific material to laboratories which doesn’t have enough material to make experimental research. Indeed, there is a lack of research material to let Industry be interested in our laboratories. The major success is the contact between laboratories and Industry. We are going to prepare a list of material in the laboratories to let the Industry know about the available equipment.

Students and Young Professionals

- There are several conferences on electrical engineering and computer science organized in various universities. Students and Young Professionals meet together in such events.
- We think that IEEE could create a service to facilitate and encourage donation of research material to third World countries.
- The major success is the contact between Students and Young Professionals.
- A list of available material should be prepared to help students and young professionals find adequate equipment for their work.

Section Vitality

- The national conferences on electrical engineering and computer science are regularly organized in various universities. We have to encourage workshops between students.
- We think that membership fees should be decreased for third World countries.
- The number of new members has increased.
- We are going to multiply workshops.